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- **Linux @ CERN**: [http://cern.ch/linux](http://cern.ch/linux)
- **Support**: [linux.support@cern](mailto:linux.support@cern)
- **FAQs**: [http://cern.ch/service-portal](http://cern.ch/service-portal) - Frequently Asked Questions ... and Answers
- **PXE Boot / AIMS2 workaround** - for broken BIOSes
- **Linux Support Services documentation** - internal service documentation.
- **Smart Cards revisited** - in 2012 - pilot documentation for upcoming CERN Smart Cards
- **SSH at CERN**: FAQ - How to login, pass credentials .. known problems ... etc.
- **AIMS2** - Automated Installation Management Service (version 2), or how your linux system can be network-installed.
- **LinuxForControls**
- **Enable linux support to access your machine**
- **BuildingRPMswithKoji** Building RPMs with Linux support Koji instance.
- **OpenSSL.Cheatsheet**
- **Slc6LiveHowto**
- **How to access CERN SSO protected pages from command line**
- **People** - who is who in linux support
- **DistccAsAService** - how to configure a distcc cluster at CERN with puppet/openstack

**Site Tools of the LinuxSupport Web**

- (More options in WebSearch)
- **WebChanges**: Display recent changes to the LinuxSupport web
- **WebIndex**: List all LinuxSupport topics in alphabetical order. See also the faster WebTopicList
- **WebNotify**: Subscribe to an e-mail alert sent when something changes in the LinuxSupport web
- **WebStatistics**: View access statistics of the LinuxSupport web
- **WebPreferences**: Preferences of the LinuxSupport web (TWikiPreferences has site-wide preferences)

-- JaroslawPolok - 22-Mar-2012
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